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True Life: Seniors break free

OPINION

By Alissa Goeglein
Life & Times Co-Editor

True Life, Airband 2009: Just

The fragilty of peace
“People who have lived here
much longer than my one month
say it like old news: ‘That’s the
Middle East.’”

because we aren’t supposed to
dance doesn’t mean we can’t.
That truth took form as ten
acts displayed a variety of moves
ranging from martial arts to the
late great Michael Jackson’s

A&E

moonwalk.
After two years of silence, the
senior act reemerged to steal
first place with an upbeat performance to The Black Eyed Peas’
“Boom Boom Pow.” The cops

Zombies unleashed: not in
an Airband act
“This film isn’t for the feint of
heart, but isn’t for the feint of
humor either.”

and robbers theme came complete with a watchtower, handcuffs, and strobe lights.
Second West Olson warmed
hearts with “Be Our Guest” from
the childhood classic “Beauty

WORLD

and the Beast,” placing second
in the process.
Gerig did not disappoint as
they teamed up with Foundation and English for yet another
crowd-pleaser that included a
victorious rope climb.
Other crowd favorites were

Nobel Prize tradition
“Now is the time for all of us to
take our share of responsibility
for a global response to global
challenges.”

IN BRIEF

Scarecrow Contest
Our Town Upland and the Matthews Area Chamber are hosting a Scarecrow Contest tomorrow.

Business

owners,

local clubs, organizations and
churches are participating and
sponsoring area student groups
as they design and put together
a 5- to 6-foot tall scarecrow to
decorate the business districts
of both Upland and Matthews
during October and November.
The winner will receive a $50
gift certificate to Payne’s Restaurant. Scarecrows will be assembled tomorrow in the parking lot of the Depot Museum in
downtown Upland.

Writing Wall
In honor of the National Day of
Writing (Oct. 20), the Writing
Center is sponsoring a sticky
note “Writing Wall” in the Galleria. The Center is inviting everyone in the Taylor community
to make a contribution. Poster
boards and sticky notes will be

not live performances, but humorous and “epic” Airband com-

Timmy Huynh

Seniors celebrate their unexpected Airband victory after taking a group photo Thursday night.

mercials.

Christian films make way into theaters
Producer,
director of faithbased movies
comes to
campus
By Erin Pabody
News Co-Editor
When Mel Gibson’s “The Passion of the Christ” was released
in 2004, it was the first faithbased film to get major theatrical distribution, and it opened
the door for others to follow. According to Taylor alumnus David Nixon, this was God’s perfect
plan and perfect timing.
“I’ve always felt that motion
pictures are such a great medium
to tell the gospel,” Nixon said.
“It’s just an incredible evangelism tool, a Christian movie.”
Nixon is on campus today.

guished Alumnus for Profes-

from an evangelical Christian

sional Achievement Award from

worldview. Nixon was also assis-

Taylor, and this afternoon, he

tant director and co-producer of

will be sharing with students

“Fireproof,” released September

about his own career and film

2008, starring Kirk Cameron as

experiences and about the grow-

a firefighter who turns to God as

ing

a result of his failing marriage.

trend

of

mainstreamed

Christian films.

Nixon graduated from Tay-

Nixon produced “Facing the

lor in 1979, and although there

Giants,” released in 2006, an

was no film production major

underdog story about an Ameri-

offered then, he had a growing

can high school football team

love for media. Nixon worked

for Lakeview Productions (LP)

Sherwood. To their surprise, the

in Marion while at Taylor for the

film got a theatrical distribution

sole purpose of making money

and made $35 million. Three

to get through school. To his

years later, DNP Studios helped

surprise, LP offered him a job

Sherwood produce “Fireproof,”

immediately upon graduation.

which thus far has made $60

Nixon’s career began to flour-

million. Both films were dis-

ish as he moved his way up in

tributed throughout the United

the company. In 1981, LP relo-

States, Europe, Asia, Australia

cated to Florida. A few years lat-

and South America.

er, Nixon started his own com-

“We’ve found that there are

pany, David Nixon Productions

millions and millions of people

(DNP), by which “Facing the

that have wanted these kinds of

Giants” and “Fireproof” were

films for years and years,” Nixon

produced.

said. “The response has been so

In 2003, pastors from Sher-

overwhelming, especially with

wood Baptist Church in Albany,

‘Fireproof,’ because we have an

Ga., came to DNP Studios for a

epidemic in this country of di-

Christian film production semi-

vorce. It’s had such an incred-

nar. They asked Nixon to help

ible message.”

them give a “Hollywood look”

After the debut of “Fireproof,”

to the film they wanted to make,

Sony Pictures came to Nixon

“Facing

Nixon

and asked for a film separate

agreed and took a small team to

from SBC. From there, Nixon

Georgia a few months later.

and his company put together a

the

Giants.”

Nixon and the crew never anticipated the film going outside

three-picture deal. The first film,

See NIXON, page 2

up Monday, Oct. 19. Contribu-

He will be receiving the Distin-

tions may include poetry, per-

Building projects expand for future

sonal reflections, short narratives, etc. Participants should
include their names and their
role on campus. The Writing
Center would like contributions
to be posted by Tuesday night,
Oct. 20.
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New chapel,
apartments and
student center
among ideas of
administration
By Mandolyn Hecox
Staff Writer
While Taylor administrators

RAINY

SATURDAY
50/33

are working with a master fiveyear plan created in 2008 that
identifies

several

long-range

ideas such as a new chapel, an
amphitheater and various landscaping changes, their main
priority is the new science building.

PARTLY CLOUDY

SUNDAY
56/36

“That building was designed
with 16 faculty and 1,300 students, we now have 30 faculty
and 1,900 students,” said Ron
Sutherland, vice president of
business and finance.
The drawings are nearly
complete for the new building

SUNNY

and the steel has been ordered.

However, building will not be-

find themselves walking through

to alongside the current softball

outside English and Gerig Halls

gin until all financial details

a drastically different campus.

field. The proposal, which was

to create a pedestrian safe zone,

landscapers

approved by the board, allows

and using the Loop’s old space

to have all the funding for the

would say the environment the

for growing Taylor population

for much-needed parking.

roughly $38 million project set-

students pass through everyday

and would still keep the chapel

Sutherland clarified that most

tled by Homecoming next fall.

will change their experience

toward the middle of campus.

of these plans are still in prog-

are worked out. Taylor’s goal is

Also ranking high on the list
of priorities is another Taylor
off-campus

apartment

com-

plex to be located in the current
Swallow Robin Hall parking lot.
Current plans show a design for
the apartment building, which
has yet to be named, that is very
similar to Campbell, but with
slight changes, such as three stories instead of two.
The landscaping in the middle of campus, including a pond

“The

outdoor

TAYLOR WISH LIST

Science Learning Center
(just in case you lived in a
hole the past year and a half
and haven't heard about it)
Off-campus apartments
behind Swallow Robin Hall
Landscaping
(possibly a skating pond)
Outdoor amphitheater
Sidewalk directly from
Ayres to DC

ress and could still change as
master plans are frequently subject to revisions. “When you’re
done, they’re the best thinking

New chapel
(in current baseball field
location, baseball field
relocated next to softball
field)

at the time. And then other ideas

Renovating bathrooms

funding for a certain project,

Pitched roof on English

Taylor would be prepared with

Moving loop outside of
English and Gerig
("pedestrian safe zone")

designs and plans; but unless

More parking lots

attempt each project one at a

and new sidewalks, is still on the

come along because people keep
thinking about it.”
If a donor steps forward with

that occurs, Taylor will have to
time.

list of long-term ideas. Admin-

“We have done a lot of think-

istrators have plans for changes

more than just one classroom”

The plan also includes an out-

ing and a lot of planning and a

but funds still need to be identi-

Sutherland said.

side gathering place and desig-

lot of things that would lead to

nates Rediger Auditorium as an

possibilities,” Sutherland said.

alternative activities space.

“Now it’s just a matter of wait-

fied – Taylor’s board will focus

Current

Taylor

students

on more concrete plans in Feb-

could return for a reunion in a

ruary. If the current plan, esti-

decade or so and find themselves

mated to be a million-and-a-half

attending

dollar project, is approved and
funded, Taylor students would

baseball field would be moved

English Hall, moving the Loop

More long-term plans in-

ing for the Lord to provide the

the

clude renovating the bathrooms

resources and the right people

baseball field currently is. The

and putting a pitched roof on

to get excited about it.”

chapel

where
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Graduate students live double lives

Masters degree
progams challenge
participants to be
both students
and faculty
By Hannah Ehrsam
Staff Writer

Students in the graduate programs
at Taylor wear many hats. They are
both teachers and students. They work
in ofﬁces around campus. Many are
husbands, wives, fathers or mothers.
Taylor offers four graduate programs:
Master of Business Administration,
Master of Environmental Science,
Master of Arts in Higher Education
(MAHE), and Master of Arts in
Religious Studies.
Graduate student Dave Downey is
continuing his education in the MAHE
program. Downey has nine hours of
class per week and an average of 25
hours of work per week at the student
development ofﬁce, but can also
work as much as 40 hours per week.
Downey is completing his assistantship
requirement by being a graduate
assistant for student programs.
Downey talked about the stresses his

Timmy Huynh
Graduate students Kristen Osborne and Melissa Lima talk at the Grille
between classes on Monday.
ﬁrst year of graduate school brought.
“Probably the most difﬁcult thing
about going from a TU undergrad
student to grad student is [the need]
to let go of some of [the] friendships as
well as learn to adjust to the fact that
you are no longer an undergrad student
and life must look a little bit different,”
he said.
As far as being both student and
faculty, Downey said, “there is no
doubt that there is an increased work

load, both inside and outside of the
classroom, which makes juggling life a
bit more difﬁcult.”
A positive aspect Downey mentioned
was that “interaction with the faculty
is unique,” and that one of his
favorite things was to sit and talk with
professors.
Philip Byers, another graduate
student, joined the MAHE program out
of a love for students. After graduating
in May, Byers hopes to be involved in

Taylor alumni
return to campus
for Homecoming
By Stephen Groves
News Co-Editor
“Blazers for Christ.” That was the
mission of the class of 1959 as they set
off from Taylor nearly 50 years ago.
The class returns this weekend to
give back and remember the school
that inspired their motto. Their visit
will be ﬁlled with memories of their
college days, meeting up with old
friends, and a vision to leave a legacy
at Taylor. Of the 123 living class
members, 50 will be on campus this
weekend.
Six large binders ﬁlled with
information about the members testify
to the connections that still hold this
class together. Class historian Janet
Berst has diligently recorded the
lives of her classmates for the past 50
years.
“It’s really amazing what she’s
done,” said Nelson Rediger, associate
director of the William Taylor

rather than try to remember what
[he] went through personally.” While
Stanislav doesn’t want to be working
with residence life for the rest of his
life, he did want to get “a good grasp of
college students and what needs exist.”
Stanislav ﬁnds it rewarding to be
living with the students of Swallow
Robin, although he was slightly reluctant
to take on such a big leadership role
while also trying to be a good student,
dad and husband.
“I need to leave the building to
get work done,” he said--having a
16-month-old in his apartment and
20-year-olds in the lounge, living at
work proves to be a challenge.
There are 16 second-year students
and 14 ﬁrst-year students for a total
of 30 students in the MAHE program.
Tim Herrmann, director of the MAHE
program, stated that “the goal is 1416 students per year, and we don’t
see this number changing, as we want
to continue to limit the size of the
program so that we can guarantee the
highest possible quality experience for
our students.”
To view a complete list of graduate
studies requirements and assistantships,
visit www.taylor.edu/academics/grad_
pro_studies/.
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Class of 1959 gives back
Foundation. “No one’s done anything
to this extent.”
The class raised money over the last
ﬁve years with the goal of a quarter of a
million dollars to fund a computer lab
in the new science center. The class
is making their gift in honor of Wally
Roth, a member of the class of 1959,
who started the computer program
at Taylor and now suffers from Lou
Gehrig’s disease.
“The class committee decided to
honor their classmate. He’s been
suffering with this disease, but he’s
also the same old Wally,” Rediger
said.
The class is also sponsoring
three students this year through
scholarships. The total amount of
money raised will be announced this
weekend.
Another notable Homecoming
group is the class of 1964, celebrating
their 45th reunion. Nearly 120
members of that class are coming
back for various events throughout
the weekend.
“They are a very close-knit class,”
Rediger said. “It’s the largest class
reunion that we have had to date.”
The class of 1964 also planning
a large contribution to Taylor upon

residence life at a university.
Byers’ typical week consists of theory
and practice, with nine hours of course
work and 15-20 hours of assistantship
with the Honors Program. His biggest
challenge in becoming a graduate
student was psychological: Having
graduated from Taylor with a history
major and Bible minor, Byers said his
ﬁrst year as a graduate student felt more
like his ﬁfth year as an undergraduate.
The biggest change was the increase
in responsibility. Alongside the Honors
Program, Byers also leads two hours
of discussion groups for Foundations
of Christian Thought. He loves the
amount of interaction he has with
students while still being able to work
on his masters.
Kendall Stanislav, the graduate
residence hall director for Swallow
Robin, is in his ﬁrst year in the MAHE
program.
Stanislav
experienced
different challenges than other graduate
students. Stanislav had to move his
family, wife Ashley and 16-month-old
Mady to Taylor, which entailed selling
his and Ashley’s house.
Stanislav’s week consists of sevenand-a-half hours of class plus his
responsibilities as hall director.
Stanislav says he wants to “observe
general trends in college students

“Letters to God,” will open in theaters March 12, 2010.

their 50th reunion. They have already
been planning and raising funds for
the past two-and-a-half years. They
hope that this weekend will further
their goal by planting the vision in
many of the classmates. Their motto
for the project is “Legacy 64.”
The weekend will ultimately serve
to be a time of memories, as well as
looking to the present and future of
Taylor.
“[The alumni] really come back to
see what current students are doing,”
Rediger said. “[They] will have photo
buttons on throughout the weekend,
and they would really appreciate
students who welcome them back and
make them feel at home.”

“One of the more interesting things
that [Nixon] has achieved is getting a

According to Nixon, the story of

small movie mainstream distribution

marriage reconciliation in “Fireproof”

via two major Hollywood distributors,”

has had a tremendous impact on people

Bruner said. “Our students will end up

worldwide. Based on e-mails received

in many different areas of media, but

by DNP Studios and Sherwood, the

ﬁnding avenues of distribution for their

production team has documented over

creative work will deﬁnitely interest

1 million saved marriages.

many of them.”

“That’s what movies do,” Nixon said.

Nixon’s workshop will be today at 3

“People go into a dark room for 90 min-

p.m. in Rupp 222 and is open to all Tay-

utes, sit with a bunch of strangers, and

lor students.

they let their guard down. They relate

“I’m looking forward to hanging out

to the people that are up on screen, and

with the students and talking about what

it touches their hearts, and it changes

we’ve accomplished with these movies

their perception.”

and our career in the past 30 years,”

According to Kathy Bruner, assistant

Nixon said, “hopefully I can spark that

professor and co-chair of the media

enthusiasm and get the future directors

communications department, Nixon’s

of these kind of movies excited about

workshop this afternoon will allow stu-

making Christian movies.”

dents to learn from his entrepreneurial
experiences in commercial and corporate media through DNP Studios. Nixon will also share some highlights and
stories from shooting national commercials.

The logo patch of the class of 1959.

we read the
e-mails you delete.

friday
Homecoming
chapel
Rediger Auditorium
10 a.m.
45th annual Natural
Sciences Seminar
Nussbaum 123
4 p.m.
Music Department
concert with guest
artist Amy Shreve
Rediger Auditorium
7:30 p.m.

saturday
Homecoming
Theatre production:
“Footprints of a
Pilgrim”
Recital Hall
2 p.m.

Vespers - Wengatz
Hall
Rediger Auditorium
8 - 9 p.m.

monday
Chapel - Pastor
Randy Gruendyke
Rediger Auditorium
10 a.m.

tuesday
Vocal master class:
Jeremy Hunt
10 - 11 a.m.

wednesday
W.O.W. focus
chapel
Rediger Auditorium
10 a.m.

thursday
Fall break begins
after classes

Career Development workshop
4 - 5 p.m.

Inside “Fireproof”
with producer/director David Nixon,
followed by “Fireproof” showing
Rediger Auditorium
8 p.m.
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of diverse voices on Taylor University’s
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2009 Nobel Prize results
By Melissa Kerkhoff
Contributor
The 2009 Nobel Prizes were notable for Americans. President Barack
Obama won the Nobel Peace Prize and
sparked a multitude of responses. According to the Nobel Prize ofﬁcial Web
site, he was awarded the Nobel Peace
Prize “for his efforts to strengthen cooperation between peoples to meet
global challenges.” The Norwegian Nobel Committee, responsible for selecting the Nobel Peace Prize Laureates,
endorses Obama’s appeal that “Now is
the time for all of us to take our share
of responsibility for a global response
to global challenges.”
As great as this win was for America,
many other people, including other
Americans, won prizes as well.
Since 1901, six Nobel Prizes are
awarded each year in the categories of
peace, economics, chemistry, medicine
or physiology, physics and literature.
This year, the physics prize was split
three ways between Willard S. Boyle

(U.S.), George E. Smith (U.S.) and
Charles K. Kao (China). Kao received
half the award while the Americans
split the other half.
Venkatraman Ramakrishnan (U.K.),
Thomas A. Steitz, (U.S.) and Ada E.
Yonath (Israel) each walked
away with one-third of the
chemistry prize.
Three U.S. citizens – Elizabeth H.
Blackburn,
Carol
W. Greider and
Jack W. Szostak –
split the physiology
or medicine prize.
The literature prize
was awarded to Herta
Müller of Germany, for her
“concentration of poetry and the
frankness of prose [which] depicts the
landscape of the dispossessed.”
Finally, the Sveriges Riksbank Prize
in Economic Sciences in Memory of
Alfred Nobel was split between two
Americans: Elinor Ostrom and Oliver
E. Williamson. Riksbank established

the Prize in Economic Sciences in 1968.
Besides awarding the other two prizes,
The Royal Swedish Academy of Sciences was designated to pick the economics prize winner.
The Nobel Prizes have a long and
interesting history. Their establishment started with the
ﬁnal will of Alfred Nobel,
controversial thinker,
inventor and scientist,
who is known for his
creation of dynamite.
His family was bothered by the choice to
leave so much wealth to
a prize. Additionally, the
people he chose to award
the prizes to refused to comply
with the request. It was not until ﬁve
years after his death that the ﬁrst Nobel
Prize was awarded. Ragnar Sohlman, a
worker in Nobel’s laboratory, won this
ﬁrst award.
Thousands of people from various
countries make submissions for nominees for the next year. Nominations

can be submitted by Parliament and
Inter-Parliamentary Union members,
university professors of history, political science, philosophy, law and theology, university presidents, and several
other members of inﬂuential organizations.
The Norwegian Nobel Committee received 205 nominations for the 2009
Nobel Peace Prize. This was the highest number of nominations since 2005
when there were 199 nominations.
Typically, the names of the nominees
are not revealed until 50 years after
their nomination. Another rule of the
Nobel Prizes is that awards will not be
given posthumously. All laureates must
be alive to receive the award or can have
died only after the announcement has
been made. This is to keep selection as
vast and as fair as possible.
After all the nominations are in, the
will of Alfred Nobel states that the
following companies be responsible
for selecting the Nobel Prize winners:
Karolinska Institute for the Prize in
Physiology or Medicine, the Swedish

“When the safety of our country
is at stake, we cannot and will
not walk away,”
-British Prime Minister Gordon Brown (pledged on Oct.
14, 2009 to send 500 troops to
bolster forces in Afghanistan
if conditions are met)

Academy for the Prize in Literature,
The Royal Swedish Academy of Sciences for the Prizes in Physics and Chemistry, and a Committee of ﬁve people
elected by the Norwegian Parliament
(Storting) for the Nobel Peace Prize.
In addition to a medal, each laureate
receives a personal diploma and cash
award.

For your health: APHA annual meeting

EZ Event Photography

Former Surgeons Generals Elders, Satcher and Carmona speak at the
2008 APHA Annual Meeting.

By Mandolyn Hecox
Staff Writer
The American Public Health Association (APHA) will be hosting its 137th
Annual Meeting and Public Health Exposition in Philadelphia, Pa., Nov. 7-11.
The theme of this year’s exposition is
“Water and Public Health,” but will
also focus on other matters of current
health science.
The APHA Expo brings together more
than 13,000 national and international
medical professionals who wish to
learn about new research and health
products from experts, and is both
the largest and the oldest assembly of
medical professionals in the world. By
providing a place and time for medical professionals to meet, attendees are
then able to learn about ground-break-

ing research and stay aware of growing
health issues.
Founded in 1872, the APHA, which
has over 50,000 members in over
50 public health positions, focuses
on gathering information about new
medical advances, informing medical
professionals and educating the public on health threats and preventative
practices.
Exhibiting over 700 booths about
public health, the exposition allows
participants to visit with various medical companies, schools and government
branches, all while mingling and learning about state-of-the-art products and
possible careers.
While the APHA does focus heavily
on health issues in America, the organization has been committed to global

health for decades. The APHA is one of
the ﬁrst non-governmental groups in
the U.S. to get involved in global health
and has been partnering with other organizations since the early 1970s. One
global outreach program of the APHA
is its International Health Section,
which includes several international
policy conferences.
The organization has increasingly
focused on shifting its community-focused vision to one that is more globally aware. One APHA brochure on the
importance of global involvement reminds readers that “The recent threats
of West Nile virus and SARS have demonstrated clearly that public health
cannot be conﬁned to just local, state,
or national levels, as it requires a global
scope to be effective.”
The APHA has condensed their hopes
and interests into three priority areas:
rebuilding the public health infrastructure, ensuring access to health care,
and eliminating health disparities. The
APHA also will participate in various
legislative issues this year, as the organization provides a voice for their
members to Congress. Those aware
of current events know this is no easy
task, with the ﬁerce debate over health
care reform in full swing.
The APHA is also the main organizer
of National Public Health Week, an
event created by former President Bill
Clinton in 1995. Each year, the ﬁrst full

newspaper, The Nation’s Health, and
the peer-reviewed monthly American
Journal of Public Health, both which
serve to educate, highlight and inform
readers, as well as voice concerns about
public health issues.
Last year, the APHA Expo, “Public
Health Without Borders,” was held in
San Diego, Calif., and next year’s meeting will be held in Denver, Colo., on the
topic of “Social Justice: Public Health
Imperative.”

week in April is set aside by APHA and
other members of the health community to focus on one speciﬁc public health
topic. By narrowing the focus and collaborating with others, National Public
Health Week serves as a time for medical associations to educate the public,
lawmakers, and medical practitioners
about timely health issues.
The APHA has two outlets for news
and information about health issues in
America: producing an award-winning
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Whether you’re certain of your call or still trying to
find your way, you are invited to join us at the

Associated Mennonite Biblical Seminary
Open House on Saturday, November 14.

At the AMBS open house, you’ll get to know faculty and students,
participate in classes, worship with the AMBS community and
explore seminary life. Visit www.ambs.edu/open-house for
details and registration. Please register by October 30.
Located in Elkhart, Ind., AMBS has graduate degree and certificate
programs in ministry and theological studies. For more information,
please call 800.964.2627 or e-mail admissions@ambs.edu.

A new type of negotiations
Turkey- Armenian President Serzh
Sarkisian traveled to Turkey to attend
a soccer game. An interview with CNN
said that this would help relations between the nations. There are hopes that
this will lead to a re-opened border between Turkey and Armenia.
Muslim attire is debated
Egypt- Al-Azhar University recently had
an all-male committee decide what
women can wear at public universities.
It was decided that they would ban the
“niqab,” the veil that Muslim women
wear, in female dormitories and allwomen classes.
China responds to recession
China- The global recession is causing
everyone to think more about prices.
China is taking advantage of the situation by buying market shares from its
export competitors. According to the
New York Times, China is “solidifying a
dominance in world trade.”
Palestine tries to regain credibility
Palestine- The leadership in Palestine
pushed a United Nations report on the
Gaza war at a debate on Wednesday.
They claimed that the war would call for
a formal endorsement of the report in
Geneva. This report was an attempt to
regain credibility.

WORLD

Suicide bombing in kills 41
Pakistan- A fourth militant strike in eight
days hit Pakistan; 41 were killed and
45 were wounded. The suicide bomber walked up to a military truck in the
Alpuri, a small town outside of Swat
Valley, and detonated the bombs.
Donkeys presented as zebras
Gaza Strip- The Marah Land Zoo in
Gaza City has substituted white donkeys painted with black stripes for zebras. The false zebras are a result of a
lack of funds. The intention was to give
children the chance to see something
different.
Cricket World Cup locations
India- The 2011 Cricket World Cup ﬁnal game will be held in Mumbai’s
Wankhede Stadium. The Cup is being co-hosted by India, Sri Lanka and
Bangladesh. There will be a total of
49 games in the Cup. The location of
the games is divided between the host
countries.
More troops to Afghanistan?
U.K.- The U.K. plans to send 500 forces
personnel to Afghanistan if certain conditions are met, including the requirement of necessary equipment, NATO
allies boosting their troops, and more
Afghan soldiers being trained.
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TRUELIFE: AIRBAND 2009
echo
’s
choice
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Junior Rob Summers and his gang of Sammy II wingmates glide across
the stage during their Echo award-winning performance of “Beat It.”

Senior Natasha Menon and sophomore Ruben Alarcon parade through a
crowd of Third Floor English dancers during their performance of “Jai Ho.”

Senior James Convey fearfully prepares to
be mummified by senior Theresa Butcher
during the song “Ramalama.”

Junior Reed Spencer lets loose with Broho and Second Center Olson in “Footloose.”

ech
o’s
choice

21

Freshman Mark Dungan jumps off his chair with a little
help from his Second West Wengatz wingmates during
the “Across The Universe” medley.

Junior Brian Tencher makes men out of the ladies of Gerig and Company.

Senior Daniel Moore and junior Jake Bourdon play the dynamic Disney duo as they perform for Belle’s dinner in “Be
Our Guest.”
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COMMENTS:
Best Potential Gap
Commercial:
“Across the Universe”

LIFE & TIMES

Seniors get-get-get-get-get their groove on for “Boom Boom Pow” and gain
Echo’s third place prize.

Most Accurate Depiction of Michael Jackson’s Current State:
“Thriller”

Most Dazzling Lead:
Rob Summers in
“Beat It”

Sophomore Nate Estelle and the ladies of Third Center Olson imitate the spooky
moves of Michael Jackson’s “Thriller.”

Most Likely to Give
You Nightmares:
“Ramalama”

Most Frequent Use
of Mark Alhajj:
Airband

Most Motivational:
“Can-Can”
Most Enviable Prop:
Yo’s toothbrush

LIFE & TIMES

Third West Olson proves to the crowd that they can
“Can-Can.”

Cutest Airband Couple:
tie between the “Jai
Ho” leads and Cogsworth and Lumiere of
“Be Our Guest”
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by Colby Spear

Remember the 2007 blockbuster “I Am
Legend” where Will Smith was the supposed last man on Earth after he miraculously evaded a viral epidemic that left the
rest of the world looking like Vin Diesel
during Monster energy drink withdrawals?
Remember how short-lived the zombie riot
sequences seemed to be, and how unoriginal Will Smith’s swan song performance of
zombie slaughtering was? (Who has never
seen a house blow up?)
If you can empathize with me here, you’re
in luck because “Zombieland” has picked up
the slack that “I Am Legend” left hanging.
“Zombieland” chronicles the story of
an especially timid young college student
(Jesse Eisenberg), whose life, up until a
zombie virus pandemic (we’re not talking
about swine ﬂu here), consisted primarily of
Mountain Dew, pizza, and video games.
His ﬁrst brush, literally, with a human
infected by the vicious strain of mad cow
disease is when his frightened neighbor asks
if she can stay at his apartment after being
assaulted and bitten by a terrifying homeless
man while on the street that night.
He wakes the next morning to ﬁnd that
the beautiful girl of his dreams he had fallen
asleep next to metamorphosed into a snarling zombie with an appetite for him (no, not
in a romantic kind of way).
After disposing of his zombie sweetheart
with the aid of a ceramic toilet tank cover,
the ﬂashback ends and the audience learns
that the main character is traveling to Columbus, Ohio, in hopes that his parents are
still alive following the outbreak.
In the midst of his cross-country travels, he becomes acquainted with a fellow
survivor (Woody Harelson), who has also
beaten the odds, and is traveling to Tallahassee with the hope of ﬁnding a Hostess
Twinkie somewhere along the way, to him
a symbol of the way the world was prior to
the outbreak. Their destinations become the
point of acquaintanceship between the two
and serve as their names for the duration of
the ﬁlm.
Columbus and the juggernaut, zombie-

Love Happens
Movie
With a limited amount of romance and humor, “Love
Happens” is not a typical chick ﬂick.
The story follows Burke (Aaron Eckhart), a self-help
expert who has spent the last few years of his life helping
the world deal with their pain and ignoring his own. He
meets Eloise (Jennifer Aniston), who is quickly able to
uncover the layers he had prevented anyone else from
seeing, causing the relationship between the two to grow.
Eckhart plays his character with depth, causing the
viewers’ emotions to gradually be pulled into the ﬁlm.
Aniston plays the female lead naturally, but the audience
doesn’t get to know much about her character.
The rest of the cast had the potential for a good performance, but it does not meet the expectations of highquality acting.
The use of pain uniquely brings two people closer
together, transforming a typical love story into one with
a new perspective. “Love Happens” has some good
aspects, but it isn’t an absolute must-see.

Julia Berger

Lapham’s Quarterly
Magazine
I’m assuming from most book jackets and DVD covers
that in order for something to qualify as “ﬁercely ambitious,” the sole prerequisite is an author/producer’s desire to
achieve high sales.
It’s an utterly different scenario for Lapham’s Quarterly,
though. The magazine, still in its infancy, devotes each new
issue to one enormous topic: war, ﬁnance, religion, etc.
It then takes authoritative historic texts on the topic and
couples them with recent writings, meaning a table of contents might include Shakespeare, Tolstoy and Pope Urban
II, but also Osama bin Laden, Pico Ayer, Jeff Sharlet, and so
on.
Each issue runs around 200 pages, which hardly classiﬁes
as toilet reading, but I kid you not, each page is literally moist
with intrigue, and the only way you’ll put an issue down is if it
slips from your hands.
Likely more fascinating and enriching than anything you’re
reading in class, Lapham’s, in every line and image, asserts
the futility of introspection without retrospection and argues
that age is no stable guarantee of relevance.
And if you have any interest in sounding smarter than you
actually are, Lapham’s is a great resource for stealing ideas
and claiming them as your own. It’s piracy worth embracing.

Steve Etheridge

ARTS &ENTERTAINMENT

slaying specialist Tallahassee take to the
road together, only to encounter two young
women with a similar plight who go by their
respective destinations: Wichita (Emma
Stone) and Little Rock (Abigail Breslin).
Together, they battle droves of zombies,
ﬁnding new ways to dispose of them at
every encounter, all with the hopes that their
wildest dreams will be fulﬁlled, whether that
be the discovery of a Twinkie, one’s parents,
or, for young Little Rock, an amusement
park called Paciﬁc Playland.
Cinematically, “Zombieland” is a gem in its
ability to capture the horror/thriller audience
with humor as opposed to gag-inducing
feats of voyeuristic gore. Don’t get me
wrong, there’s plenty of gore, particularly in
the introductory credits where each contributor’s name is accompanied with a slow
motion frame of a zombie being bludgeoned
or chasing an innocent human. This ﬁlm isn’t
for the feint of heart, but isn’t for the feint of
humor either.
Even the avid music connoisseur can ﬁnd
something to be excited about in “Zombieland” as every important scene seems to be
accompanied by the ﬁlm’s trendy soundtrack. Don’t worry, there won’t be any epic
landscape sequences with big furry monsters playing leap frog to the tune of Arcade
Fire, but you can expect to hear artists like
the Black Keys and Doves while the undead
get hit with baseball bats and car doors.
“Zombieland” stands out from the pack
when it rises above the carnage to hit a
nerve in your funny bone or help you see
that there’s still familial camaraderie in the
human race even when there’s only four
people left. Tallahasse speaks like a sage
when he offers that it’s the little things in life
(like a Twinkie) that we should take a hold of
and really matter in the end.
The storyline may be about as overused
as an environmentalist’s Nalgene, but “Zombieland” has brought life-support to a genre
many have deemed “dead.”
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Woes of Wal-Mart The smoking mug on coffee

By Brittany Unruh
Columnist
Wal-Mart has good prices and a large
selection, but I believe it accomplishes
this by being exploitative, immoral
and sneaky.
But it makes sense to shop at WalMart, right? When you can get everything you need at a fraction of the cost,
why go anywhere else?
And, as far as I’m concerned, who
wouldn’t want to shut down local businesses, abuse the system, and employ
people immorally? Good old Wally
World.
Wal-Mart seems too good to be true
because it is. There are numerous documentaries and Web sites dedicated
to bringing to light the unfortunate realities behind Wal-Mart, the store that
seems to operate in a world of its own.
One Web site, WakeUpWalMart.
com, which is maintained by the United Food and Commercial Workers International Union, provides numerous
statistical examples.
This Web site alone reports that, as
of early 2008, only about 26 percent
of Wal-Mart’s factory inspections were
unannounced, giving management
time to cover its tracks, ﬁx violations
and coach workers on what to say and
do in order to conceal any misbehavior. For the sake of comparison, 100
percent of Target’s inspections were
unannounced.
“The High Cost of Low Prices,” a
documentary, interviews a retired
Wal-Mart factory inspector who admits that workers were paid off for lying to him and, conversely, were ﬁred
for telling him the truth.
He admits, embarrassed, that he
would report violations back to WalMart, but would return his focus to
money ﬂow instead of ﬁxing the problems.
“Little Bear,” a Chinese worker from

the documentary, admits that factory
managers would teach employees to
lie for inspections. He was told to say
he worked six days a week when, in
fact, he worked seven.
His girlfriend usually worked from
7:30 in the morning until 10:00 at
night, and got paid less than $3 a day.
The video also reports that women
in India, who start their days at 5:30,
get paid between 13 and 17 cents an
hour for their labor, and cannot afford
necessary items like toothbrushes.
On a local level, reports indicate that
the average wage of a retail worker in
towns with Wal-Marts is 10 percent
lower than it would’ve been without
the retail chain eating up small business.

“Wal-Mart
seems too
good to be
true because
it is.”
By the early 2000s, research in Iowa
showed that some smaller stores had
lost up to 47 percent of business after
a Wal-Mart store came to town.
Wal-Mart also claims to be a proud,
American company, and yet 70 percent of their goods are made in China.
In 2008, Wal-Mart workers made
an average annual salary of $19,165,
which falls below the poverty line for
a family of four.
And, to add another notch to their
belt, in 2004, Wal-Mart received the
largest ﬁne ever issued in correlation
with the Clean Water Act.
Yes, it is wonderful for a “poor” college student to be able to buy their
snacks, CDs, and Christmas presents
from Wal-Mart at a steal, but it is not
wonderful to be a legitimately poor
and foreign worker who makes these
products, toiling and sweating for
hours for $3 a day.

Dreamers and creepers
By Yo Herman
Columnist
About a week ago, I had a dream.
Now, for me, it’s a rare occurrence
to remember a dream. So the very
fact that I remembered the dream intrigued me.
The dream was incredibly vivid, and
I could recall a powerful number of
details — again, a rarity. In particular,
I was able to recall very speciﬁc questions that were asked of me. They were
convicting questions, those only my
closest friends and family would ask.
In my dream, Marylou Habecker
stopped me and asked, “Have you
been reading your Bible recently?”
Mildly shocked, I said, “Yes,” and then
she asked me again: “No, have you really been reading your Bible?” I was
dumbfounded.

“It was like
Facebook
stalking,
except for
the soul.”
I gave her honest answers, but I
couldn’t piece together why I was
asked those questions. Why did I have
this dream? What did it mean? What
was I supposed to do?
Of course, I understand that few
dreams have purpose or meaning,
especially directly with the spiritual
realm.
Most are just peculiar wanderings of
our perpetually active minds. They offer a surreal world with the façade of
in vivo volition.
They move us on whim, seemingly
aimless, and have little to no plot of
which to speak. But this dream, I soon
became convinced, was different.
Perhaps this is a blind belief, but
I can’t help but think that we treat

dreams as nothing more than an “Oh,
that was interesting” or “Wow, that
was weird” phenomenon.
And we never consider that these
nocturnal journeys might hold something more than a fascinating story,
more than a fun anecdote to share
with your wingmates/pick-a-date.
What if they were meant to be interpreted? What if we were meant to seek
out interpretations? That, my friends,
would be intriguing — and I think
theologically sound as well.
So I began searching for answers. I
shared my dream with those whom I
thought would have insight, and took
note of their words. From them I received bits and pieces of truth, but was
given no picture.
If one were to think in terms of a
painting, I was given the frame and
the background (and maybe a few details), but I lacked the action.
Think with me here: What if, as
you’re staring at a scene, you ﬁnd
someone suddenly painting the picture right in front of you?
What if their hand creates, before
your very eyes, the perfect story, the
perfect plot, for your background?
To be sure, I was amazed when this
was done for me. Details I formerly
considered peripheral, indeed had
taken for granted, actually brought
the picture together. It was as if I knew
them, but couldn’t see them until another pointed them out.
To be honest, it was weird. My interpreter, who I would say knows little about me, spoke the words of one
keenly aware of my personal life.
This person beautifully interwove
my recollection of the past, my understanding of the present, and the prediction for my future.
It was creepy. But you know what, I
loved it! It was like Facebook stalking,
except for the soul. So wrong, but so
awesome at the same time ...
Really, what I’m saying is we need
to be more than just a generation of
dreamers. We need to be children who
ready and willing to share what God
has spoken to us. We need a generation of, dare I say, prophets.

By Steve Etheridge
Opinions Editor
I have noticed a high percentage of
fellow students abusing psychoactive
stimulants and thought that I might
write a column about it — albeit a less
interesting one than this sentence
would lead you to believe.
The stimulant I’m referencing is caffeine, and by “abuse” I mean that people
drink a lot of coffee. And while I don’t
drink coffee myself, I can understand
its appeal. It’s warm. It smells pleasant.
It wakes you up. It dilates blood vessels
and hastens eliminatory functions. All
things young people love.
Apparently, though, I’ve discovered
that drinking coffee is now considered
a “thing to do.” Girls go on coffee dates.
Guys have Joe with bros. And by not
drinking it, one adopts a pretty severe
social handicap.
Often, one of my six friends will ask
me to meet them at Payne’s or the
Jumping Bean* to catch up on things,
which is kind of them, but while these
places are courteous in offering a small
selection of non-coffee items, I feel no
more included than a vegan at the Sirloin Stockade.
The social insufﬁciency is felt most
potently at churches. Something must

have happened in the last ﬁve years
where every church decided to convert
their foyer into a coffee shop. Sometimes I ﬁnd myself accidentally pulling
into Starbucks on Sunday mornings because I can’t even tell the difference.
Of course, none of the churches have,
say, snack centers with nachos and
popcorn and other universally-liked
consumables. Instead, we caffeine-free
pariahs enter the sanctuary 10 minutes

“See, I used
to be wildly
addicted to
obedience.
Couldn’t get
enough.”
sooner than everyone else, along with
the old ladies with tired legs. It stinks,
sure, but I think it’s the ones actually
drinking coffee that have it worse.
Because despite the beneﬁts — looking cool, getting to wear cardigans,
being automatically good at taking
black-and-white pictures with a digital
camera — coffee drinkers often have
dependence issues.
“Sorry, I haven’t had my coffee yet,” is
a phrase I’ve gotten used to hearing in
the mornings, one suggesting the necessity of that ﬁrst cup of the day. There’s a

Spanish term, tecato gusano, that refers
to a worm of addiction that pretty much
haunts you forever once coffee becomes
a mainstay in your system.
Maybe I’m just out of my ballpark
here, but coffee seems to exercise a good
deal of control over those who regularly
drink it, and there’s no denying that it
becomes a ﬁnancial burden. And while
it might seem like pretty innocent stuff,
it’s necessary that there be at least some
concern when any single substance becomes a signiﬁcant force in someone’s
life. I say this from experience.
See, I used to be wildly addicted to
obedience. Couldn’t get enough. I’d
leave in the middle of classes and do a
line of good behavior off the toilet seat
before returning. My face would literally get wet when I would think about,
like, crosswalks and speed limits and
stuff.
Things that are harmless, you see,
cease being so at certain capacities.
Mormons, Scientologists, Seventh-day
Adventists and Hindus all recognize
this, which is why they discourage coffee in their faith.
This isn’t to say that paying an occasional visit to Starbucks will turn you
into a forlorn java junkie. But to cite a
brief scare that happened on campus
last fall, it seems our student body is
only ever a couple of sips away from going Beyond the Grind.
Drink carefully, friends.
*Which we should clearly start calling the Leaping Legume. Has anyone
thought of this yet?

Letters from the Holy Land
HAPPY HOLIDAY PEACE AND CONFLICT
By Jessica Martini
Columnist
Israel is emerging from a major
holiday season, ﬁlled and festive in a
way comparable to our ThanksgivingChristmas-New Years reel.
The Jewish calendar turned over to a
new year by observing Rosh Hashana,
celebrating a week of feasting called
Sukkot, and culminating in Simchat
Torah (joy of the Torah).
I saw people who know how to genuinely celebrate.
I spent an evening of Sukkot in the
succah, or traditional makeshift booth,
belonging to a thoroughly Brooklyn
rabbi’s family.
Packed with nearly 100 people, we ate
round after round of food, and shared
stories, laughter and song. A bunch of
strangers together remembered God’s
faithfulness to his people living in the
wilderness.
Going out any given night, dozens of
Jewish men contradicted their gloomy
all-black garb and danced wildly in
the streets. Music was made everywhere. Hundreds of people attended a
Matisyahu concert, moving to his lyrics
about peace.
Church, mosque and synagogue services went on worshipfully, and people
prayed. The many young, local families
walked leisurely around the ancient
and modern streets of the city with
shiny shoes and fur hats, street vendors
hawked their precious things, and life
went on... but louder.
They say it’s a time of relative peace in
Israel, and it looks like it to me.

This same week, what my local, politically savvy professor would afﬁrm are
typical tensions, rise up on the edges.
Religion versus religion, some of the
more extreme followers lay claims to
holy sites.
Some zealous Jews want to tiptoe
onto the Holy Mount — where Muslims
worship at the Dome of the Rock — and
re-establish the temple.

“Not everyone
here wishes
blessing on the
neighbor or the
country next
door. It doesn’t
ﬁt the milieu.”
Some zealous Muslims want to confront Israeli or Jewish impositions, and
are ready to wrangle for their ground.
Last Friday, Muslim leaders encouraged a day of demonstration and defense of Al-Aqsa Mosque.
Some Christians chip in, too, often
bolstering a group’s aims.
The cresting power struggle led to security measures for the day. Israeli police were stationed everywhere.
Though detached from the conﬂict,
students here at the university were advised to avoid the Old City on Friday.

The raised tensions apparently happen most every year, in the midst of
the High Holy Days when many visitors
come to celebrate in the Holy City.
People who have lived here much longer than my one month say it like old
news: “That’s the Middle East.”
I keep hearing that peaceful coexistence can’t happen here.
“Pray for the peace of Jerusalem” is
near to becoming a trite quotation for
me. I hear it often, and to pray for such
a thing is hard, especially when there
are thousands of cities and things for
which to be praying already.
But the urge to do so is more real
now. I came in on a group prayer service in which people were crying out for
this city, for this region, for the Middle
East.
To hear people pray for all of the people, not just a group, and for the peaceable Kingdom of God to come actually
brought me unexpected tears.
Not everyone here wishes blessing on
the neighbor or the country next door.
It doesn’t ﬁt the milieu.
Perhaps more “happy” days of “relative peace” in Israel will continue; perhaps some people’s expectations of violent eruption will come.
I don’t know, but I’m going to hang on
to my simple, naïve-sounding answer.
Jesus brings peace (can and will, him
only, and it’s not religion).
A kingdom of real Shalom is not visible now, but by faith is fathomed.
Pray that Jerusalem, the place of religious convergence and contention,
models such a government to the nations.

Send letters to the editor at steve_etheridge@tayloru.
edu by 3 p.m. Wednesday. They should be no longer
than 400 words. Due to volume, we cannot print all
opinions articles that we receive.
Please keep your opinions as concise as possible.
The Echo reserves the right to edit for length and
content.
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Tennis places second in tournament
By Julia Berger
Sports Co-Editor
Both the men’s and women’s
tennis teams ended their seasons this past weekend at the
MCC Tournament.
Seniors Kristin Goeke and
Kaiti Marsh will be the only
players to continue their season
as they play in the No. 1 doubles
spot at the ITA National Small
College Championships in Mobile, Ala., this week.
The men ﬁnished their season
with eight wins and four losses.
Even though they weren’t able
to advance to Nationals, the
team had a successful season.
With ﬁve of the 12 team members being freshmen, they needed to jump in and contribute to
the team from the beginning.
“At the beginning of this year,
I knew that we were going to
have a few holes in the lineup
that would need to be ﬁlled by
some freshmen,” said senior
Jack Reed. “I was skeptical initially, but our freshmen really
stepped up and made our lineup solid all the way through.”
Usually, the transition from
high school to college play is
a little rough, but the class of
2013 adjusted well and bonded
with the team.
“I’ve been really encouraged
to see some of the younger guys
get more comfortable playing
competitive college tennis, but
also seeing them get comfort-

able with the guys on the team
when we’re just hanging out,”
Reed said.
At the MCC Tournament, senior Steve Erny won his singles
match and doubles match with
sophomore partner Andrew
Gnagy.
Reed and freshman Wes Nitzsche were both unable to top
Indiana Wesleyan’s players in
their singles competitions.
Senior Bryce Perkins and
freshman Luke Tilden worked
as a team to defeat their Spring
Arbor opponent.
At the conclusion of the weekend, Reed and junior Felipe
Bedon were honored by being
named to the MCC All-Conference team.
The men’s and women’s teams
ﬁnished their seasons with a
second-place ﬁnish in the MCC
Tournament.
Goeke and Marsh advanced
beyond their win over the
weekend to compete at Nationals this week.
“I expected my seniors, Kristin Goeke and Katie Marsh, to
be outstanding leaders both on
and off the court,” head coach
Dara Syswerda said. “I knew
they would come ready to play
and had the potential to have
their best year yet.”
Both players had high expectations for themselves as they
began this season.
“After placing second at the
ITA tournament last year,
Marsh and I had hopes of win-

Men’s Cross Country
2nd at Bethel College
Invitational
Upcoming meets:
10/24 11 a.m. Great Lakes
Invitational

Women’s Cross
Country

3rd at Bethel College
Invitational
Upcoming meets:
10/24 12 p.m. Great Lakes
Invitational

Football (3-2, 1-1)
W, 23-17 vs Malone*
Upcoming games:
10/17 1 p.m. vs Walsh*

Men’s Soccer
(7-8, 4-2)

L, 7-2 at Bethel*
W, 2-1 vs Goshen
Upcoming games:
10/31 MCC Tournament

Women’s Soccer
(4-9-1, 0-5)

Seniors Kristin Goeke (left) and Kaiti Marsh celebrate after winning their doubles
match on Saturday.
ning it this year,” Goeke said,
“but we knew we would have to
put our best foot forward and
play solid tennis.”
Not only did the doubles pair
have high expectations, sophomore Germania Bedon did as
well.
Bedon ﬁnished her season
with a win over her fellow Ecuadorian — a win that eluded her
twice this season prior to MCC

competition.
“I ended up playing pretty
well,” Bedon said. “I was doing
what I wanted to do. I was playing my game.”
Bedon, Goeke and Marsh
were also named to the MCC
All-Conference team at the end
of the weekend.
“There will be many excellent
doubles teams at the Nationals this year, and I believe that

Timmy Huynh

Goeke and Marsh are at the top
of that list,” men’s and women’s
assistant coach Bob Darby said.
Goeke and Marsh entered the
tournament with a 19-match
winning streak, but were outplayed by Bethel University
(Tenn.).
The pair play their last match
of the tournament today at 3
p.m. in Mobile, Ala.

Football ﬁghts for road victory
By Andrew Morgan
Contributor
The football team (3-2) tallied its third win of the season
against Malone University (23) with a score of 23-17.
Close competition kept the
audience on their toes as Taylor’s time management and
defensive stops led to another
Trojan victory.
The Pioneers took advantage
of the ﬁrst possession with an
imposing nine-play, 72-yard
scoring drive.
Malone quarterback Steve
Brohl led the team down the
ﬁeld and plunged across the
goal line for a one-yard rushing
touchdown and established an
early 7-0 Pioneer lead.
The Trojans responded with
a 23-yard ﬁeld goal kicked by
sophomore Cameron Parker to
make the score 3-7 with 9:21 re-

maining in the ﬁrst quarter.
As the Malone offense took
the ﬁeld again, the Pioneers
failed to convert on a third
down in their own territory.
Lined up in punt formation,
the Malone team attempted a
fake pass on fourth down, but
Taylor’s defense dismantled the
play and gained ﬁeld possession
on the Pioneer 40-yard line.
The Trojans scored quickly
with a 9-yard rushing touchdown by junior Cory Anderson.
After a failed extra point, the resulting score was 9-7 Trojans.
“I believe we have the best
wide receiving core in our conference,” junior quaterback
Shaun Addison said. “Our guys
go out there and prove it on a
weekly basis.”
The Taylor defense forced
a three-and-out on Malone’s
next possession, forcing them
to punt.
However, Addison threw an

interception in the following
drive, resulting in a ﬁrst down
Pioneer red-zone possession.
“[We] made a few costly penalties, and a few missed assignments here and there which
really slows down the effectiveness of our offense,” Addison
said.
Within two plays, Malone
managed to score again, as a
running back pierced the goal
line and gave the Pioneers the
lead again 14-9 with 3:30 left in
the second quarter.
“At this point in the year, our
offense has played against very
competitive teams,” Addison
said. “We’ve shown in every
single one of them that there
isn’t a team that can stop us.”
The Trojans put together a
quick drive before the end of
the half with a 28-yard pass
from Addison to junior receiver
Ryan Magnuson.
The Trojans converted for two

more points and led 17-14 with
30 seconds left in the half.
Senior
Pagel
Williams
stunned the Pioneers in the
fourth quarter with a 52-yard
punt return to counter against
Malone’s tying ﬁeld goal in the
third quarter.
“The communication with the
[wide receivers] is always a very
critical aspect of the game,” Addison said. “They were on top of
their game and made some big
plays for us.”
Addison and company took
over in Pioneer territory and
completed the winning touchdown pass to sophomore tight
end Travis Tomaszewski for the
ﬁnal score of 23-17.
Taylor’s offense managed to
net 347 yards of total offense,
while Malone had 346. Despite
the Pioneer yardage, the Trojan
defense was able to hold Malone well below their average of
34 points per game.

“We need to become an offense that starts the game out
explosively, delivering a message to our opponents that
we’re here to play and we’re not
going to be stopped,” Addison
said.
The football team’s next game
is 1 p.m. tomorrow against 21stranked Walsh University for
Homecoming weekend.

L, 2-1 vs Bethel*
Upcoming games:
10/17 4 p.m. vs Huntington*
10/21 6 p.m. at Goshen*

Men’s Tennis
(8-4, 6-1)

2nd in MCC Tournament

Women’s Tennis
(10-2, 7-1)

2nd in MCC Tournament
Upcoming matches:
10/15 1:30 p.m. ITA
Nationals in Mobile, Ala

Volleyball (20-4, 5-0)
W, 3-0 vs McKendree
W, 3-0 vs St. Xavier
W, 3-0 vs Ohio Dominican
W, 3-1 vs Davenport
Upcoming games:
10/16 5:30 p.m. at Indiana
Tech

Men’s Lacrosse (2-1)
Upcoming games:
10/17 vs Alumni

Club Ultimate (8-2)

10/17 8 a.m.at Ball State for
State Tournament

*MCC Match

ATHLETEoftheWEEK
BrandonMitchell

Volleyball sweeps tournament
By Eric True
Sports Co-Editor
The Taylor volleyball team
enjoyed two days of action this
past weekend at the Indiana
Wesleyan Tournament in Marion, Ind.
With a 3-1 victory over Dav-

enport University on Saturday,
the Trojans completed their
sweep of the tournament and
left with a 4-0 record.
The tournament started with
a matchup against McKendree
University, and the Trojans
picked up a straight-set victory.
Sophomore Kelsey Pritchard

Senior Molly Larkin dives for a dig in the Indiana
Wesleyan tournament over the weekend.

Timmy Huynh

“The Trojans completed their
sweep of the tournament
and left with a 4-0 record.”
and junior Jackie Geile led the
team with 10 and 9 kills respectively.
The Trojans advanced to take
on St. Xavier University. Taylor
got off to a rough start in the
opening set but held on for a
thrilling 30-28 victory.
The team put on the cruise
control for the ﬁnal two sets for
a 3-0 victory.
Pritchard followed up her
performance in the opening
game with another leading effort of 12 kills. Sophomore Betsy Brown also played well with
33 assists.
The Trojans returned the next
day against Ohio Dominican
University, where they recorded a third straight 3-0 victory.
Brown bested her pervious
performance when she recorded 37 assists without an error.
Junior Kristen VandeBunte
said the tournament was a big

boost for the Trojans.
“It felt great to get the sweep
this weekend. Our team has
great talent, and we maintained
our high level of play throughout the whole weekend. This
made playing our four games a
lot of fun and exciting to watch,”
she said.
After the successful weekend at the IWU tournament,
the Trojans took on Division II
opponent University of Indianapolis.
Unfortunately for Taylor,
they could not continue their
nine game winning streak, and
dropped the match 3-1.
Even in defeat, sophomore
Betsy Brown continued her
string of putting up 30 assists
or more with another 44 in the
loss to the greyhounds.
The team plays Indiana Tech
University today at 5:30 p.m.

SPORTS

Timmy Huynh
Name: Brandon Mitchell
Hometown: Little Rock, Ark.
Sport: Football
Where you live on campus: Fairlane 1G
Parents’ names: Debora Harris and Randall Mitchell
Position: Free safety
Favorite pro sports team: San Francisco 49ers
Nicknames: B, Mitch, Mitch
Favorite Bible verse: Deuteronomy 31:6: “Be strong and courageous. Do not be afraid or terriﬁed because of them, for the LORD
your God goes with you; he will never leave you nor forsake you.”
Hidden talents: I don’t have much of a hidden talent, but if I had
to mention one, it would be joke telling!
Describe yourself in one word: Motivated
Favorite athlete growing up: Ed Reed, Deion Sanders
Greatest athletic achievement: Having the opportunity to play
with the 2009 Taylor Trojan football team!
Best advice you ever received: To follow God in everything you
do! (my mom)
Favorite thing about TU football: The character of the team
and the coaches. Through all adversity, our team has persevered,
and we have become closer because of it. It shows on the ﬁeld.

